19” SLIDING FIBRE TRAY, 1U, 3 SLOT

FEATURES

• High Density Tray accepts up to 36 Spliced Fibre Cores
• Supplied with 2x 12 Position Splice Cassettes (Installed)
• Supplied with Internal Cable Management Accessories & Cable Gland
• 2 Tier Screw less Fibre Adapter Plates allow Fibre Adapters to sit Flush with the Front Face of the Tray (Purchased Separately)
• Compatible with MPO / MTP Cassettes
• Telescopic Rackmount Brackets
• 6x 20mm Rear Cable Gland Entry Points
• Easy Panel Identification Labelling
• High Quality Tray, made from Cold Rolled Steel
• Dimensions: 483 x 200 x 44mm (WxDxH)
• Colour: Black Gloss
• Weight Fully Loaded: 2.6 Kg

MODEL CODE
FPP3P

www.dynamic.co.nz

FIBRE MANAGEMENT SOLUTIONS
COMPANION PRODUCTS FOR USE WITH THE FPP3P 3 SLOT FIBRE TRAY

6 PORT SC DUPLEX / LC QUAD PLATE

MODEL CODE
FPP-SCD6

Unloaded
2 Tier Screwless Design
Black Colour

8 PORT SC SIMPLEX / LC DUPLEX PLATE

MODEL CODE
FPP-SCS8

Unloaded
2 Tier Screwless Design
Black Colour

MTP CASSETTES

MODEL CODE
FPP-MTPOS1-SC12

MTP Cassette Singlemode OS1 9/125
12 Port SC Simplex Fully Loaded

FPP-MTPOM3-SC12
MTP Cassette Multimode OM3 50/125
12 Port SC Simplex Fully Loaded

FPP-MTPOM3-LC24
MTP Cassette Multimode OM3 50/125
24 Port LC Duplex Fully Loaded

8 PORT ST SIMPLEX/ FC SIMPLEX PLATE

MODEL CODE
FPP-STS8

Unloaded
Black Colour

BLANKING PLATE

MODEL CODE
FPP-B

Black Colour

FIBRE JOINERS

A-FIBLCLC-D
Fibre LC to LC Duplex Multimode Joiner,
PhBr Sleeve, Beige Colour

A-FIBSCSC-S
Fibre SC to SC Simplex Multimode Joiner,
PhBr Sleeve, Beige Colour

A-FIBSCSC
Fibre SC to SC Duplex Multimode Joiner,
PhBr Sleeve, Beige Colour

FP-FIBST
Fibre ST to ST Simplex Multimode Joiner,
PhBr Sleeve

A-FIBLCLC-Q
Fibre LC to LC Quad Multimode Joiner,
PhBr Sleeve, Beige Colour

A-FIBLCLC-DSM
Fibre LC to LC Duplex Singlemode Joiner,
Ceramic Sleeve, Blue Colour

A-FIBSCSC-SSM
Fibre SC to SC Simplex Singlemode Joiner,
Ceramic Sleeve, Blue Colour

A-FIBSCSC-SM
Fibre SC to SC Duplex Singlemode Joiner,
Ceramic Sleeve, Blue Colour

A-FIBSTST-SSM
Fibre ST to ST Simplex Singlemode Joiner,
Ceramic Sleeve

A-FIBLCLC-QSM
Fibre LC to LC Quad Singlemode Joiner,
Ceramic Sleeve, Blue Colour